Determine Knowledge
Your self-assessment to find out what you know and what you need to work on for this phase.

Complete by Wednesday each week to create your learning map for the week.

Learn, Learn, Learn
Lessons to improve Knowledge State on each of the learning nodes assigned for this phase.
The learning Map leads to your understanding and success with the phase objectives.

How do I Improve?
After you complete your Determine Knowledge and Lessons, you earn credit for your Improvement Score, which is part of your grade, by choosing to Practice or Revise.

You can improve on EVERY phase throughout the ENTIRE course.

Why Should I Practice?
Practice
Directed and undirected — Choose Practice when you have a good understanding of the material, but still have room for improvement.

Choose a specific learning node, then choose Practice; questions for Practice will show Goal: Improvement on that specific node.

Choose the Practice icon; your practice questions will be on all learning nodes for that phase.

Directed Practice

Undirected Practice

What is Revision of a Node?
Revise a node when you feel like you need to learn more on a topic; choosing the Revise button will begin a new lesson on the specific node you chose.

The light bulb provides the solution, which can help you with other related questions.

The exclamation point provides you a communication option if you have a question marked wrong; after you have reviewed the solution, if you still believe you need an explanation, choose the exclamation point for follow-up.

SHOW ME THE NUMBERS!!
Once you are halfway through your path, you can choose Show me the Numbers from Landing Page to review your status on your scores for the total Learning Map.

SHOW ME THE MAP
Once you are halfway through your path, you can choose Show me the Map from Landing Page to review your status of your total Learning Map.